
What You Didn't Learn In Grad School - 15
Minute Focus
Are you a recent graduate feeling slightly unprepared for the real world? Did you
spend years studying in grad school only to find out that there are certain key
skills and knowledge you never learned? Don't worry, you're not alone!

In this article, we will uncover some of the most important things you didn't learn
in grad school but can be crucial for your success in the professional world. With
just a 15-minute focus, you can equip yourself with these valuable insights and
make a significant impact in your career.

1. Networking and Building Relationships

While grad school provides an excellent academic environment, it often falls short
in teaching students how to network and build meaningful relationships. The
professional world heavily relies on connections, and being able to cultivate a
strong network can open doors to various opportunities.
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Take just 15 minutes each day to reach out to professionals in your industry,
attend networking events, or join relevant online communities. Building authentic
relationships will not only enhance your career prospects but also provide you
with a supportive network of mentors, collaborators, and friends.

2. Effective Communication Skills

Although you may have written countless research papers and delivered
presentations during grad school, effective communication skills go beyond
academic requirements. The ability to clearly convey your ideas, actively listen,
and engage with different audiences is crucial in the professional world.

Spend 15 minutes daily practicing your communication skills. This can include
participating in public speaking clubs, taking online courses, or even recording
yourself to analyze and improve your delivery. By focusing on enhancing your
communication abilities, you will stand out as a confident and effective
professional.

3. Time Management and Organization

Grad school often demands long hours of focused work, but it may not have
taught you how to effectively manage your time and stay organized in a practical
sense. As you enter the professional world, these skills become essential to meet
deadlines, handle multiple projects, and maintain a healthy work-life balance.

Spend just 15 minutes each day planning and organizing your tasks. Utilize digital
tools or traditional methods such as a daily planner to prioritize your work and
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manage your time efficiently. With consistent practice, you will become more
productive and less overwhelmed by the demands of your career.

4. Financial Literacy

While grad school may have taught you the intricacies of your field, it often
neglects to provide essential knowledge about personal finance and financial
literacy. Understanding personal budgeting, investment basics, and debt
management are crucial for long-term financial stability.

Take 15 minutes daily to educate yourself on personal finance. Read books, listen
to podcasts, or follow reputable financial experts who can guide you in making
informed financial decisions. By developing your financial literacy, you will be
better equipped to navigate the complexities of your financial future.

5. Adaptability and Resilience

Grad school may have prepared you academically, but it may not have equipped
you with the adaptability and resilience needed to thrive in the constantly evolving
professional world. The ability to embrace change, handle setbacks, and bounce
back from failures is crucial for long-term success.

Commit just 15 minutes each day to engage in activities that push you out of your
comfort zone. This can include trying new hobbies, taking on challenging
projects, or reflecting on past experiences to learn from them. By developing
resilience, you will be better prepared to navigate the uncertainties and
challenges that come your way.

Grad school undoubtedly provides valuable knowledge and skills, but there are
certain areas that it may not fully address. By investing just 15 minutes each day



in focusing on these crucial aspects that were missed in grad school, you can
enhance your professional growth and future success.

So, take the initiative, learn to network, master effective communication, manage
your time, develop financial literacy, and cultivate adaptability and resilience.
These skills, combined with your academic achievements, will set you apart and
bring you one step closer to achieving your dreams.
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The counselor is not the strategy. The counselor teaches strategies.

As counselors, we spend our days helping kids. Kids come to us with a variety of
problems, searching for answers. They want us to listen. And they need us to
give them solutions for the issues they are facing.

While these solutions may work temporarily, we really never help kids until we
give them tools - or techniques - to manage thoughts and feelings on their own.
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Our job is not to do it for them. Our job is to teach them how to do it themselves!
This is the greatest gift we can give.

In 15-Minute Counseling Techniques, Allison Edwards provides tools to use in
individual or group counseling sessions with children in grades K-12. Children will
learn how to calm their mind and body with Square Breathing, let go of negative
thoughts by Changing the Channel, identify their unique gifts by creating a "What
I'm Good At" Jar, and so much more.

The techniques in this book will help children feel empowered to face everyday
challenges and equipped to manage their stress and emotions. And, best of all,
you will give them the confidence they need to handle challenges throughout their
lives.
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